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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The report which follows is the Road Safety Audit (RSA) Stage 1 for access to a proposed residential
Development to the south of the N40 Mahon Interchange in Jacob’s Island, Cork based on the information
supplied to the RSA Team as detailed below. The development will involve construction of new residential
units and surface and underground carparking in areas immediately north and west of an existing gated
residential development located at the northern end of an existing cul de sac access into the site (L99484).
As part of the application for the residential development, some mitigation works are proposed, which include a
short section of northbound bus priority between the Mahon Interchange and Mahon Point Shopping Centre, which
are located to the north of the I/C, and will tie-in to other PT priority works that are planned for the area. This section
of PT priority has been included within the scope of the Stage 1 RSA.

Table 1: Information Supplied
Item

Supplied

Comment
T0100-00_602207-12_PL1: Proposed Bus Lane Works
Mahon Link Rd
1730-OMP-EX00-00-DR-A-XX-10000 (Rev 2): Site
Location Plan

A

Plans / Drawings

Y
1730-OMP-EX00-00-DR-A-XX-10001 (Rev 2): Existing
Site Plan
1730-OMP-00-00-DR-A-XX-10000 (Rev 7): Proposed Site
Plan (Lower)
T0100-01 Issue PL1: Proposed Site Layout Plan (Bus
Lane Works Mahon Link Road)

B

Traffic Volume Information

Y

C

Speed Count Data

N

D

Collision Data

N

E

Departures from Standards

N

F

Audit Brief

Y

G

Other Data / Documents

N
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1.

INTRODUCTION

___________________________________________________________________________________________

1.1

This report results from a Stage 1 Road Safety Audit (RSA) on a proposed residential
development to the south of the N40 Mahon Interchange in Jacob’s Island, Cork carried out at
the request of Arup Consulting Engineers. This Audit examines the road safety implications
associated with the proposed development which will involve construction of new residential
units and surface and underground carparking in areas immediately north and west of an
existing gated residential development located at the northern end of an existing cul de sac
access into the site (L99484). As part of the application for the residential development, some
mitigation works are proposed, which include a short section of northbound bus priority on the
Mahon Link Road between the Mahon Interchange and the signalised junction access to the
Mahon Point Shopping Centre, to the north of the Mahon Interchange, which will tie-in to other
Public Transport (PT) priority works that are planned for the area. This section of PT priority has
been included within the scope of the Stage 1 RSA. The site location has been illustrated in
Figure 1, with the scope of the area to be Audited within the red line boundary illustrated in
Figure 2.

Figure 1: Site Location Plan
Jacob’s Island
RSA 1
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Figure 2: Scope of Audit within Red Line Boundary

1.2

The RSA was carried out during May and June 2018, and included a site visit on Thursday
17th May 2018 during daylight hours. It was not possible to access the existing completed
residential development at the northern end of the L99484 Cul de Sac at the time of the site
visit, as access is only provided through an automatic gated system which requires coded
electronic input. The weather at the time of the site visit was fine and dry, and the surface of
the road was dry. Traffic conditions on the surrounding road network were moderate to
heavy during the site visit. Vulnerable Road User (VRU – including pedestrians and cyclists)
activity was low to moderate. The posted speed limit at the site was 50 Km/hr.

1.3

The Audit Team Membership was as follows;
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1.4

The Audit took place at the offices of Road Safety Matters in June 2018 following the site visit by
the Audit Team. The Audit was undertaken in accordance with the Design Team’s Audit Brief,
and comprised an examination of the plans provided by the Design Team, as listed in
Background Information, Table 1.

1.5

The terms of reference of the Audit are as described in TII GE-STY-01024 December 2017. The
team has examined and reported only on the road safety implications of the scheme as
presented and has not examined or verified the compliance of the design to any other criteria.

1.6

Section 2 of this report contains issues raised by the Stage 1 RSA together with
recommendations to be considered. Section 3 contains the Auditor Team Statement. Most
issues raised in Section 2 can be cross-referenced with the scheme drawings (Appendix C) and
photographs taken on the site visit which are included within the report where necessary, and
within Appendix B.
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2.

ISSUES RAISED BY THE STAGE 1 ROAD SAFETY AUDIT

___________________________________________________________________________________________

2.1.1 The designers have not advised of any departures from standard.
2.1.2 There was no information provided relating to cross sections or long sections.
2.1.3 There are currently significant level differences within the residential development site, to the east
of the L99484, and there were details provided on earthworks, however the Designer has
confirmed that existing embankments will be levelled off once the proposed new structure is in
place, and further details will be provided at detailed design stage, to include the connection to
the public path alongside Lough Mahon.

2.1.4 No details were provided on proposed landscaping and boundary treatment, however the
Designer has confirmed that details will be provided at detailed design stage, with a view to
maintaining clear unobstructed visibility at all internal junctions within the residential development
site, with all proposed landscaping and boundary treatments throughout the scheme area to be
located outside visibility splays and/or maintained at a height less than 1.05m above ground level
.
2.1.5 The Designer has provided a TTA to demonstrate that the network can accommodate all
anticipated flows, vehicles sizes and turning movement proportions, and the Design Team
has confirmed that there is adequate parking proposed to cater for anticipated demands,
however the scope of the Audit did not include a review of the operation of all junctions in
close proximity to the works, including the N40 interchange.
2.1.6 No information was provided on any existing collision statistics in the vicinity of the site. A review
of the Road Safety Authority online collision database indicates that there were no collisions
recorded within Jacob’s Island between 2005 and 2014 inclusive. There were 6 minor collisions
recorded on the Mahon Link Road within the area examined for the purposes of the Public
Transport Scheme proposals, with the examined area highlighted in figure 3 and a summary of
these collisions presented in Table 1.
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Figure 3: Collision Plot for Surrounding Road Network

Table 1: Summary of Collision Characteristics
1
2
3
4
5
6

SEVERITY
Minor
Minor
Minor
Minor
Minor
Minor

YEAR
2014
2010
2013
2013
2006
2007

VEHICLE
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car

CIRCUMSTANCES
Other
Other
Rear End Straight
Head-On Conflict
Rear End Straight
Other

DAY
Thursday
Thursday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Sunday
Thursday

TIME
1900-2300
1000-1600
1600-1900
2300-0300
1000-1600
1600-1900

CASUALTIES
1
1
1
1
1
2

There was insufficient data to make any conclusions regarding prevalent risks along this section
of the Mahon Link Road, aside from 2 of the 6 collisions involving a rear shunt, which most likely
reflects the high volume of traffic moving through the junctions in congested conditions. It should
be noted that the RSA database is not a comprehensive record of collisions, and does not include
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damage only collisions or any collisions recorded since 2014 (or before 2005), hence should be
reviewed in conjunction with the Local Authority / Gardaí records for the site.
2.1.7 Problem – Drainage

There were no details provided for proposed drainage for the residential development, or for the
proposed PT scheme. It was noted that existing gullies will be displaced along the western side
of the Mahon Link Road where the kerb is being setback significantly, with examples shown in
figures 4-6, and there is no provision in the design drawings for replacement of these gullies, or
resetting at new surface level. It was noted that some of the existing gullies along this link are
blocked and likely to be ineffective, as shown in some of the photos. Gullies adjacent to the
existing median may also be displaced by carriageway widening proposals, which will result in
the setback and realignment of the kerb on each side, as shown in cross section B-B, with an
extract shown in figure 7 highlighting the locations where the median kerbline will be effected,
however the full extent of the widening and impact on the kerblines within the existing median are
unclear from the plans supplied. Insufficient drainage can increase the risk of ponding, which
presents a hazard to all road users and increases the risk of slipping and skidding during wet and
icy conditions, and retention of existing gullies at current locations will present hazards within the
wheel track of vehicles, particularly two-wheeled vehicles.

Jacob’s Island
RSA 1
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Figure 4: Gullies will need to be relocated to new kerb edge

Figure 5: Blocked Gully will be displaced

Jacob’s Island
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Figure 6: Existing Drainage effected by works

Figure 7: Gullies potentially displaced adjacent to median

Recommendations

All drainage proposals to be clarified at detailed design stage, to include the impact on
existing drainage on the Mahon Link Road, and details of drainage proposals along the new
access into the residential development in Jacobs Island. All new gullies to be flush with
surrounding surface, and kept out of the desire line for two wheeled vehicles and
pedestrians.

Jacob’s Island
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2.1.8 Problem – Surface Condition and Surface Proposals

There were no details provided for surfacing within the proposed residential development. It was
noted that existing pavement is damaged adjacent to the gated entrance to the existing
residential development, as shown in the photo in figure 8. The condition of the existing surface
at this location is likely to deteriorate further during the construction phase and due to increased
traffic levels which would be anticipated at this location following completion of the
development.

The carriageway widening proposals along the Mahon Link Road are likely to lead to the creation
of longitudinal joints in the carriageway, which are prone to cracking and ingress of water, leading
to an increase in the risk of ponding and hazards for all road users.

Figure 8: Poor Pavement Condition at existing gated access to development

Recommendations

Details on proposed surfacing within the residential development site should be clarified at
detailed design stage, with suitable paving to be used which will cater for all traffic volumes
and loading. The condition of the existing paving on the existing access road into the site
should also be reviewed, with repair and resurfacing where necessary.

Jacob’s Island
RSA 1
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carriageway widening along the Mahon Link Road should be resurfaced to full width to avoid
the creation of longitudinal joints in vehicle wheel tracks, with details of all longitudinal and
transverse joints to be provided at detailed design stage.
2.1.9 Problem – Utilities and Site Clearance
There were no details provided on site clearance at the Jacob’s Island Site or on the Mahon
Link Road, particularly in respect of the potential impact on existing street furniture and
utilities. It was noted that the kerb setback along the Mahon Link Road will effect a number
of large manhole covers and signs which are currently located within the off-road cycle track
to be removed, as shown in the photos in figures 9 and 10. As mentioned previously, the
extent of road widening which impacts on the central median along the Mahon Link Road is
unclear from the plans supplied. There are a number of existing poles and signs located
within the central median at present which may be effected by the proposals, with poles
potentially located too close to the carriageway edge, increasing the risk of being struck by
passing vehicles.

Figure 9: Manhole covers displaced by kerb setback
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Figure 10: Manhole covers and signs displaced by kerb setback

Figure 11: Impact on poles in central median unclear
Jacob’s Island
RSA 1
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Recommendations
Site clearance drawings to be produced at detailed design stage to clarify treatment of all
existing features effected by the works in terms of relocation or removal, including all
utilities. The extent of the impact on the central median on the Link Road should be clearly
shown, with a minimum 450mm clearance to be provided to all features retained on the
median, as well as elsewhere throughout the scheme.
2.10

Observation – Vehicle Speeds and Speed Limits
There was no information provided to the Audit Team on current 85th percentile vehicle
speeds on the Local Road access to the Jacob’s Island development site, or on the Mahon
Link Road, however on-site observations demonstrated that speeds on Jacob’s Island
appeared to be relatively low, whilst higher speeds were observed on the Mahon Link Road.
It was noted that a 15 km/hr sign is currently posted at the gated access to the existing
residential development in Jacob’s Island, which is welcomed in providing guidance to
motorists to maintain low speeds through the residential site, however there is no provision
within the preliminary design drawings for additional speed limit signage for the newly
constructed roads within the development site. The new layout will create a relatively long
straight section of road within the site, as shown in figure 12, and there is no provision for
traffic calming to maintain low speeds in this area.

Figure 12: Long straight link within site
Recommendations
Existing speeds within the residential development and along the Mahon Link Road should
be considered in deriving the safest layout, with reduced speed limit signage and suitable
traffic calming to be provided within the residential development site as necessary.
Jacob’s Island
RSA 1
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2.2

JUNCTION LAYOUT AND ALIGNMENT

2.2.1 Problem – Access Junction Configuration and form of control

There are no details provided on the plans in respect of the form of control at internal junctions in
the Jacob’s Island residential site, or at the bus turning circle. Traffic volumes will increase past
this point, and on the existing access road through the site, the entrance to which is shown in
figure 13. There were no details provided for the long-term treatment of this access once the
residential development is complete, including gate operation, however it was noted that the
existing gate pillars are located too close to the carriageway edge, which will restrict safe two-way
movement, particularly for larger vehicles.

Figure 13: Current Access to Existing Development Site
Recommendations

The form of control and rights of way at each internal junction and conflict point should be clear
and unambiguous to all road users. The provision for operation of the gated access to the site
following completion of the new development should also be clarified, with a minimum 450mm
clearance to be provided from the edge of running lane to the gate pillars if retained.

Jacob’s Island
RSA 1
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2.2.2

Problem – Junction and Link Geometry
There was no swept path analysis provided to demonstrate that the proposed geometry of the
vehicular access into the Jacob’s Island residential development will cater for safe two-way traffic
and turning movements, or that the geometry throughout the site and at all internal junctions will
safely accommodate all anticipated demands. The design for the PT scheme on the Mahon Link
Road will create narrower lanes on the link, as shown on figure 14, including two 2.5m wide
lanes, which will increase the risks to all road users. Two wheeled vehicles are particularly
vulnerable in narrower lanes at and on approaches to junctions, particularly those wishing to turn
right, with insufficient space to queue and move alongside larger vehicles. Narrow lanes can
also increase the risk of sudden braking and rear shunt collisions, as well as side swipes and
kerb collisions.

Figure 14: Narrow Lanes on amended cross section
Recommendations

A worst-case scenario swept path analysis should be carried out at for all vehicular movements
within the residential development site to demonstrate that the proposed layout will cater for all
anticipated vehicle sizes and movements with adequate margins of safety.

A swept path

analysis should also be carried out on the reconfigured lanes on the Mahon Link Road to
demonstrate that there is sufficient space for two wheeled vehicles to travel alongside other
vehicles, with lanes to be widened where necessary.
Jacob’s Island
RSA 1
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2.2.3

Problem – Junction Configuration
The access into the portion of the residential development site off the western side of the L99484
will create a crossroads junction with the existing residential estate road on the eastern side, as
shown in figure 15. Crossroads junctions typically exhibit higher collision rates, and in the case of
this junction, there is no provision for guidance on rights of way and form of control, as mentioned
previously in Item 2.2.1.

Figure 15: New Crossroads Junction
Recommendations

The junction configuration at the new site access should be re-examined to create a staggered
junction with the existing access opposite, rather than a crossroads junction if possible, with clear
guidance to be provided on the rights of way and form of control.

Jacob’s Island
RSA 1
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2.3

NON-MOTORISED USER PROVISION

2.3.1 Problem – VRU Facilities
The sites are located within the urban speed limit zone of 50 km/hr, where VRU safety and
accessibility should be prioritised in accordance with the aspirations of the Design Manual
for Urban Roads and Streets (DMURS). The Designer has been advised of a number of
safety issues and risks arising to VRUs in respect of the preliminary design layout, including
internal pedestrian connectivity issues, and crossing demands and crossing configurations
and waiting times at the Mahon Interchange, and has advised that these will be addressed
at detailed design stage. Some of these issues have been shown in figures 16-24.

Figure 16: Cycletrack to be removed

Figure 17: Off Road Cycletrack to be removed
Jacob’s Island
RSA 1
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Figure 18: All Cycletrack Signage will be redundant

Figure 19: No Continuity for Shared Space
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Figure 20: Kerb Setback will create narrow footways where high footfalls were observed

Jacob’s Island
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Figures 21 and 22: Tactile Mapping to be replaced on wider crossing distance with
additional traffic lane

Figure 23: Signal head pole and tactile will be displaced with limited space on remaining footway

Jacob’s Island
RSA 1
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Figure 24: Large / Loose manhole cover present slip/trip hazard on reduced width footway

Recommendations

The design for the scheme should be reviewed, both internally within the site, as well as on
the external public road network, in line with all previous Audit Team recommendations, at
detailed design stage to ensure risks to VRUs are not increased, and that the current
vehicular dominated road hierarchy on the public roads locally is reversed to favour the safe
movement of VRUs, in line with the aspirations of the DMURS in an urban environment.
The movement of cyclists should ideally be segregated from motorised traffic due to the
high volume of traffic on the link and the risks arising from buses pulling in to the layby, as

Jacob’s Island
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well as the narrow lanes on the link, and provision should also be made for safe movement
of motorcyclists and mobility and visually impaired pedestrians.

2.4

ROAD SIGNS, MARKINGS AND LIGHTING

2.4.1 Problem – Lighting Generally
There were no lighting proposals provided for the internal site layout, and the impact on existing
public lighting is not clear from the plans supplied, with photos in figures 25 and 26 showing
locations where lighting will be displaced by design proposals. Insufficient lighting can increase
the risk of collisions occurring during the hours of darkness. It was noted that there is an
environmental noise barrier currently provided along the eastern boundary of the N40 adjacent to
the existing residential development in Jacob’s Island, which is also likely to assist with light
screening, however this does not appear to extend along the full extent of the section of site to be
developed further north of the existing site, where the likelihood of lighting interference on the
dual carriageway is higher.

Figure 25: Existing Column at proposed access location into site to west of L99484

Jacob’s Island
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Figure 26: Existing Columns along eastern perimeter of L99484
Recommendation
Lighting proposals within the residential site to be clarified at detailed design stage. Internal site
lighting should not cause dazzle or interference with public lighting on the surrounding road
network, with provision for an extension of the existing barriers or provision of suitable light
screening adjacent to the N40 if necessary. Any internal or external lighting within the site or on
approaches to the site should be located such that it does not restrict swept paths of turning
vehicles or cause an obstruction within the desire line for VRUs. A minimum clearance of
450mm should be provided from the edge of traffic lanes to columns and to all street furniture,
with lighting columns to be passively safe where possible, and ideally located to the rear of
footway to minimise obstruction of pedestrian movements, particularly the mobility impaired. The
impact on existing columns along the L99484 and the Mahon Link Rd should also be shown on
the detailed design plans.
2.4.2 Problem – Lining and Signing Generally

There was no signing and lining schedule provided to accompany the design for the residential
development on Jacob’s Island or the PT proposals along the Mahon Link Road. Suitable Lining
and Signing will be required to provide guidance to all road users and to minimise risks arising
from the scheme proposals.

Jacob’s Island
RSA 1
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Recommendation

A signing and lining schedule should be produced at detailed design stage with the impact on all
existing and proposed road markings and signage for the sites to be clearly shown on design
drawings, to ensure right of way and priority is clear and unambiguous for all road users, and
suitable warning is provided in respect of all potential hazards ahead. All signs posts to be
passively safe where possible, located at a minimum offset of 450mm from the carriageway
edges in a position that does not obstruct pedestrians, with sufficient mounting height to
minimise hazards to VRUs. All signing and lining specification to include high reflective
material to ensure visibility during darkness.
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3.

AUDIT TEAM STATEMENT

___________________________________________________________________________________________

We certify that we have visited the site and examined the drawings and information supplied.
This examination has been carried out with the sole purpose of identifying any features of the
design that could be removed or modified to improve the safety of the scheme. The problems
identified have been noted within the report, together with suggestions for improvements which
are recommended to be studied for implementation. No one on the Audit Team has been
otherwise involved with the design of the measures audited. This audit has been carried out in
accordance with TII GE-STY-01024 December 2017.

Signed:
Date: 26/6/18
MIRIAM O’BRIEN

Signed:

Date: 26/6/18
EILEEN O’NEILL
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APPENDIX A – ROAD SAFETY AUDIT BRIEF CHECKLIST
___________________________________________________________________________________________

Have the following been included in the audit brief?: (if ‘No’, reasons should be given below)
Yes

No

1. The Design Brief





2. Departures from Standard





3. Scheme Drawings





4. Scheme Details (e.g. signs schedules, traffic signal staging)





5. Collision data for existing roads affected by scheme





6. Traffic surveys





7. Previous Road Safety Audit Reports and Designer
Responses/Feedback Form



8. Previous Exception Reports



9. Start date for construction and expected opening date



10. Any elements to be excluded from audit





Any other information?
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APPENDIX B – SITE PHOTOGRAPHS
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Road Safety Matters
APPENDIX C – SCHEME DRAWING(S)
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Road Safety Matters
APPENDIX D – FEEDBACK FORM
___________________________________________________________________________________________

Road Safety Audit Feedback Form
Scheme: Jacob’s Island and PT Scheme, Mahon Link Road
Route No. N/A
Audit Stage: 1
Date Audit Completed: June 2018

1
2

To Be Completed By Designer

To Be
Completed by
Audit Team
Leader

Item

Problem
Accepted
(Y/N)

Recommended
Measure
Accepted (Y/N)

Describe Alternative Measures. Give
reasons
for
not
accepting
recommended measure.

Alternative
Measures
or
reasons accepted
by auditors (Y/N)

2.1.7
2.1.8

Y
Y

Y
Y

Details of resurfacing to be agreed at
detailed design stage with Cork City
Council. Resurfacing of the full width
may not be feasible due to traffic
management implications. All joints will
be sealed with liquid bitumen to the
satisfaction of Cork City Council.

Y

2.1.9
2.1.10

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

2.2.1

Y

N

2.2.2

Y

Y

Additional speed limit signs (15kph) will
be considered for the new internal
roadways at detailed design stage.
The pillars are existing, and issues with
proximity to the edge of carriageway
have never been reported. These
pillars and gate are to be retained as
part of the development in their existing
location. Road Markings to define
priority at internal junctions will form
part of the detailed design.
Note: Section A-A on Drawing T0100-

subject to monitoring due to increased traffic volumes
Swept path analysis to be completed at detailed design stage
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